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Abstract

Coordinated Atomic actions (CA actions) provide a scheme for coordinating complex concurrent activities and supporting error recovery between multiple interacting
objects in a distributed object-oriented system. In this paper we show how CA actions can be applied to two di erent areas: safety-critical systems and fault-tolerant
parallel systems. We have used a Production Cell case study to show how we can
use CA actions to control a safety-critical system, where safety requirements play a
fundamental role, and we have used an example based on the GAMMA paradigm to
demonstrate how CA actions can be used to add fault tolerance to a parallel computation model. We discuss how CA actions provide these systems with dependability
features, and describe our Java framework for constructing CA actions.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of the research described in this paper is to demonstrate how CA actions can
be used as a system structuring tool for designing dependable distributed systems using
object-oriented languages by applying them to a Production Cell case study [1] and to a
Distributed GAMMA model [2], and to explore some of the issues that arise in providing a
distributed implementation of CA actions. In this section we give a brief introduction to CA
actions and explain how they support the construction of dependable systems. In Sections
2 and 3 we present the case studies we use in this paper, and describe how we designed
both systems using CA actions. In Section 4 we describe an object-oriented framework for
implementing CA actions in Java. Finally Section 5 draws some conclusions.

1.1 Coordinated Atomic Actions

The Coordinated Atomic (CA) action concept [3] [4] is a uni ed approach to structuring
complex concurrent activities and supporting error recovery between multiple interacting
objects in an object-oriented system. This paradigm provides a conceptual framework for
supporting both cooperative and competitive concurrency and for achieving fault tolerance.
It does this by extending and integrating two complementary concepts - conversations
and transactions. CA actions have properties of both conversations and transactions.
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Conversations are used to control cooperative concurrency and to implement coordinated
error recovery whilst transactions are used to maintain the consistency of shared resources
in the presence of failures and of competitive concurrency.
Each CA action consists of a number of roles which are performed concurrently by
some external activities (e.g. threads, processes). We refer to these external activities as
the participants in the CA action. The participants cooperate within the scope of the
CA action to perform some coordinated activity on a set of objects. A CA action starts
when all roles have been activated and nishes when each role has completed its execution.
Objects that are external to CA actions and can therefore be accessed concurrently by more
than one CA action must support transactional semantics. In other words, the sequence of
operations performed by a given CA action on a set of such objects must be atomic with
respect to other CA actions. In this way, it is possible to guarantee good fault tolerance
properties for CA actions and to prevent information smuggling between CA actions. The
execution of a CA action thus updates the system state (represented by a set of external
objects) atomically. In addition, actions can use local objects as the means by which the
participants within an action can interact and coordinate their executions. These local
objects are similar to the local variables of procedures, but because they can be used by
several roles their consistency has to be provided (usually not by the CA action support
but by the objects themselves which must guarantee some form of monitor semantics).
CA actions provide a basic framework for exception handling that can support a variety
of fault tolerance mechanisms aimed at tolerating both hardware and software faults. The
former can be tolerated using two phase commit protocols [5] and stable storage to ensure
that the e ects of CA actions are permanent. The latter can be addressed using fault
masking and design diversity [6] [7].
During the execution of a CA action, one of the roles of the action may raise an
exception. If that exception cannot be dealt with locally by the role, then it must be
propagated to the other roles in the CA action. Since it is possible for several roles to
raise an exception at more or less the same time, a process of exception resolution [8] is
necessary in order to agree on the exception to be propagated and handled within the
CA action. Once an agreed exception has been propagated to all of the roles involved
in the CA action, then some form of error recovery mechanism must be invoked. It may
still be possible to complete the performance of the CA action successfully using forward
error recovery. Alternately, it may be possible to use backward error recovery to undo the
e ects of the CA action and start again. If it is not possible to achieve either a normal
outcome or an exceptional outcome using these error recovery mechanisms, then the CA
action should be aborted and its e ects should be undone. Otherwise, a failure exception
will be signalled to the external environment.
Figure 1 shows a simple example in which three threads enter a CA action synchronously. Within the CA action the threads communicate with each other and cooperate in
pursuit of some common goal. During the execution of the CA action, two of the threads,
Thread1 and Thread2, enter a nested CA action in order to do something that Thread3 is
not allowed to interfere with. Note how a nested transaction is used to prevent information
smuggling via the external object that all three threads can access.
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Figure 1: CA Action

1.2 Why Use CA Actions ?

CA actions can be used as a design structuring concept to provide support for the following
aspects of dependability:
1) Damage Confinement: If an error is not detected and limited to a certain extent then its e ects may spread throughout the whole system inducing further errors. A
CA action can con ne the erroneous information ow by enclosing the interaction and
cooperation between concurrent activities within its boundaries and by controlling access
to external shared objects.
2) Complexity Control: like the atomic action concept, CA actions can provide a
general tool for structuring complex concurrent systems and allowing designers to reason
about the dynamic behaviour of systems, thereby controlling complexity and con ning
damage.
3) Fault Tolerance: For many critical applications, fault tolerance is often the only
possible way of achieving the required reliability and safety. CA actions provide a uni ed
framework for handling exceptional situations, into which various proven hardware fault
tolerance techniques and existing software fault tolerance techniques, not only simple fault
masking or backward error recovery, can be easily incorporated.
4) Critical Condition Validation: For many safety-critical systems, once an exceptional event occurs the system must be left in a well-de ned safe state. CA actions
provide a framework for coordinating execption handling and ensuring that either an acceptable degraded outcome is achieved or the e ects of an action are undone, leaving the
system in a previously achieved safe state.
5) Nesting: CA actions can be nested. Nested CA actions can provide support for
ner damage con nement and enable layered exception handling (i.e. the raising of a
failure exception from a nested CA action could invoke appropriate recovery measures in
the enclosing action). A nested action also helps to control complexity by further enclosing
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a group of basic operations which are part of the containing action.

2 Case Study 1 - Production Cell
2.1 Introduction

The Production Cell case study [1] is a model based on an actual industrial installation in a
metal-processing plant in Karlsruhe, Germany. It was developed in the Forschungszentrum
Informatik (FZI). The FZI Production Cell is composed of 6 devices, 13 actuators, and 14
sensors. Metal plates are conveyed to an elevating rotary table by a feed belt. A robot
takes each plate from the elevating rotary table and places it into the press using its rst
arm. The robot's rst arm withdraws from the press before the press forges the metal
plate. After the plate has been forged, the robot's second arm takes the forged metal plate
out of the press and puts it on a deposit belt. Finally, a travelling crane picks the metal
plate up and takes it to the feed belt again making the system cyclic. In the description
of the FZI Production Cell case study, controlling software has to be developed in order to
satisfy 21 safety requirements.
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Figure 2: Production Cell and the set of CA actions

2.2 Design of the FZI Production Cell

Our design for the Production Cell separates the safety, functionality, and eciency requirements between a set of CA actions that are used to control the system and a set of
device/sensor controllers that determine the order in which the CA actions are executed.
Because the safety requirements are the most important in the system, we satisfy them at
the level of CA actions, while the other requirements are met by the device/sensor controllers, which can be programmed in several ways. Figure 2 shows the way in which CA
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actions are used to control the interactions between devices. Each CA action encloses a
pair of devices that must interact in a coordinated fashion to satisfy the safety requirements. If two CA actions overlap, they cannot be performed in parallel because they both
involve the same device.
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Figure 3: UnloadTable CA action
The CA actions that we have designed for the FZI Production Cell example typically
have two special roles, one that takes a plate as an input argument, and the other that
takes a plate as an output argument. The device corresponding to the role that has the
plate as an input argument passes the plate to the role that has the plate as an output
argument. Some actions also have sensor roles that check whether or not the devices are
in the right position. For example, Figure 3 shows the interaction between the roles of the
UnloadTable action using some simple nested, i.e. second-level, CA actions. UnloadTable
has four roles: TableSensor, Table, Robot, and RobotSensor. The Table and TableSensor
roles cooperate in order to put the table in the right position for the robot to grab a plate.
This cooperation is done by the use of the nested CA actions. In parallel with this, the
Robot and RobotSensor roles cooperate to bring the robot to a position it can grab the
plate. When both the table and the robot are in the right position, then the plate can be
passed from one device to the other. Note that if the robot nishes rst then it waits for
the table, and vice-versa.
For safety reasons, all the actions designed for the Production Cell are synchronous
actions, i.e. they will only begin when all the participants in the action start to execute
their respective roles. The same is true for the end of the action. Each participant is only
able to enter a new action when all participants have nished their current roles in the
action they were executing together.

2.3 Fault Tolerance in the FZI Production Cell

The safety requirements are the most important requirements for the FZI Production Cell
case study. As we explained, we have introduced an action whenever there is an interaction
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between devices or a plate is forged. We assume that transient faults can happen at any
time during the execution of an action. When a fault is detected, an exception is raised and
the CA action informs all the other action roles that they have to interrupt their execution.
When all the roles are ready to handle the fault, an exception is raised in all roles and
they use backward error recovery to leave the system in the state it was when the action
started.
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Figure 4: Backward Error Recovery in UnloadTable CA Action
In Figure 4 we show an exception being raised after the robot has rotated and before
the robot has extended its arm (see Figure 3). This exception is caught by the CA action
which then informs all the roles. When all roles are ready to handle the exception they
enter a recovery phase during which they are rolled back to their initial state (the state the
roles had when they started the action). When the recovery phase is nished the action
restarts by reactivating all roles again.

3 Case Study 2 - Distributed GAMMA Model
3.1 Introduction

GAMMA is a model of parallel computation based on the idea of multiset transformations.
It behaves in a similar way to a chemical reaction upon a collection of individual pieces
of data [9]. Each step of a GAMMA computation involves selecting a set of values from
the multiset and then combining them in some way to produce a new set of values. A
distributed GAMMA model has also been proposed [2]. Its main novelties are distribution
of multisets (each of them is presented as a set of local multisets), and distribution of
chemical reactions. For example, the following GAMMA program performs the sum of a
set of integers:
add = G((R,A)) (Multiset) where R(x,y) = true; A(x,y) = fx+yg
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3.2 Design of the GAMMA System

To demonstrate how distributed GAMMA computations can be implemented using CA
actions, we have used a simple example where numbers from distributed multisets are
summed and the result is stored in a multiset. Our distributed GAMMA system is composed of a set of participants (located on di erent hosts), a scheduler (located on a separate
computer) and a set of CA actions, called GammaActions. The design has two levels. The
rst level is concerned with information exchange between computers (participants and a
scheduler). This is the level on which the execution of the GammaActions is scheduled (or
the actions are glued together). At the second level of the design, each GammaAction performs a single step of the GAMMA computation by coordinating the interactions between
roles and their access to external objects (multisets). On this level numbers are passed
between di erent local multisets, summed, and the result is inserted into the multisets.
As shown in Figure 5, each GammaAction has three roles: two producers (each of which
supplies a number from its local multiset) and a consumer (which computes the sum of
these numbers and stores the result in its local multiset).
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Send
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Send
second
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SecondProducer
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Figure 5: GammaAction CA Action
The participants in the GammaActions correspond to the computing resources available
to perform the GAMMA computation. A participant starts when it is loaded into a client
computer and establishes a connection with the scheduler. Each participant has a local
multiset, i.e. a queue in which some part of the global multiset is kept. Each participant
informs the scheduler when it receives a new number in its local multiset. The scheduler
starts a new GammaAction whenever there are at least two new numbers available in local
multisets. There can be as many GammaActions active concurrently as there are pairs in
all local multisets at a given time (although in practice the degree of concurrency may be
restricted for implementation reasons). Each participant creates a new thread to execute
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a role in a GammaAction and in this way it is possible for a participant to be involved
in several GammaActions at the same time without violating the atomicity property (for
example, if there are several numbers available in its local multiset). This allows a better
parallelisation of the GAMMA computation.

3.3 Fault Tolerance in the GAMMA System

The original GAMMA paradigm [9] assumed that there are no faults in the system. We
have chosen to include some fault tolerance in the system in order to demonstrate how
CA actions can be used increase dependability and to make the system more realistic. We
assume that faults can happen in the GammaActions. When a fault happens, a prede ned
exception ReactionException is raised in the thread executing a role in the action (see
Figure 6). We assume that nodes and channels are reliable (that means that their fault tolerance, if required, is implemented transparently for our system by the underlying support
- e.g. if CORBA was used, then a reliable version of CORBA has to be used).
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Figure 6: Forward Error Recovery in GammaAction
In accordance with the CA action concept we attach exception handlers to each role.
After an exception ReactionException has been raised, the CA action support mechanism
interrupts all the roles in the action and calls the handler for this exception in each of them
(see Figure 6). Our design decision is to use forward error recovery in the action in the
following way: when the reaction fails, the consumer keeps both numbers by inserting them
into its local multiset whilst the producers complete the action as if nothing has happened.
Thus, if a fault happens during the action execution, the consumer recovers the system, but
in this case there are two new numbers in the consumer's local multiset. We use a special
outcome of action GammaAction to inform the the scheduler about these new numbers.
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GammaActions are atomic with respect to faults in the chemical reaction: the exception
handlers guarantee "nothing" semantics for the global multiset (although the local multisets
are modi ed during this recovery).

4 A Framework for Implementing CA Actions
4.1 Overview

We have developed a distributed implementation of CA actions in which each CA action
is represented by a set of components: one manager object, a set of role objects, a set of
local objects, and a set of external objects. The CA action mechanism is responsible for
managing synchronous action entry and exit, global exception handling, recovery, consistency and atomicity of external and local objects, and so on [3]. We have implemented both
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Figure 7: Distribution of CA action components
of the case studies described in Sections 2 and 3 using the Java language [10], an objectoriented language that has been widely used to develop distributed applications over the
Internet. We use the Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) API in order to distribute
the components through a network. Figure 7 shows how the components of a CA action
are distributed in our approach.
To implement the above framework we provide the programmer with four di erent
classes which can be used to program CA actions in Java: CAActionManager, CAActionRole,
ExternalObject, and SharedLocalObject.
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4.2 CA ActionManager

To program a new CA action using our framework, the rst step is to de ne a new class
that extends the CAActionManager class. The CAActionManager class contains the methods to deal with entry and exit synchronisation, action exception handling, controlling
access to external objects, and accessing the roles that compose the action. Thus, the
CAActionManager class provides a basic framework for coordinating the participants in
a CA action and deals with the application-independent aspects of error handling. Extensions of CAActionManager, such as the GammaAction shown below (see Figure 8), are
responsible for declaring the shared local objects used for coordinating the roles within
a particular CA action and also for specifying the application-dependent aspects of error
handling (notably, the exception resolution procedure).
By default, the CAActionManager class provides a very simple exception handling
mechanism. The exceptionHandling(Exception e) method is intended to deal with
an exception that cannot be handled locally by the roles; it should be rede ned by the
application programmer. This is the only method that can be rede ned by the programmer
extending the CAActionManager class.
class GammaAction extends CAActionManager f
Channel firstProdChannel; // Shared local objects used
Channel secondProdChannel; // by the roles
public GammaAction() f
firstProdChannel = new Channel(this,"first");
secondProdChannel = new Channel(this,"second");
SharedLocalObject list[] = ffirstProdChannel, secondProdChannelg;
super(list);

g

private void exceptionHandling(Exception e) throws ...
// implementation of GammaAction exception handling

g

f

g

Figure 8:

GammaAction

class de nition

Figure 8 shows the implementation of the GammaAction class. This new class has two
Channel objects (Channel objects are SharedLocalObjects, used for role communication). The CAActionManager is informed about these objects, so that the roles belonging
to this action can gain access to them later via the getSharedObject() method.

4.3 CAActionRole

After a new CAActionManager class has been de ned, the programmer of the CA action
must de ne the roles that will compose the CA action. This is done by extending the
second most important class in our framework: the CAActionRole class. Each new class
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derived from CAActionRole contains the main code for one of the roles that compose the
CA action. For example, in the GAMMA system, the GammaAction is composed of three
roles: Consumer, FirstProducer, and SecondProducer, so the programmer must create
three new classes by extending the CAActionRole class. Only objects whose type is derived
from CAActionRole can participate in a CA action. When deriving a new class from the
CAActionRole class, the programmer has to implement at least one method: the private
execute() method that will contain the main code of that role. For example, Figure 9
shows the de nition of the Consumer role for the GammaAction example:
class Consumer
extends CAActionRole f
Channel firstProd, secondProd;
public Consumer(CAActionManager caManager) f
super(caManager);

g

private void execute(ExternalObject objs[]) throws ...f
Integer num1, num2;
try f
firstProd =(Channel)caManager.getSharedObject(this,\first\);
secondProd=(Channel)caManager.getSharedObject(this,\second\);
Multiset multiset = (Multiset) objs[0];

g

g

g

num1 = (Integer) firstProd.receive(caManager);
num2 = (Integer) secondProd.receive(caManager);
multiset.Put(num1.intValue() + num2.intValue());
g catch (Exception e) f
// initiate exception resolution via CAActionManager object
// recover, otherwise throw new RoleCAActionException();

Figure 9:

Consumer

role class de nition

In order to bind role objects to particular instances of CA actions, it is necessary
to specify a reference to the corresponding CAActionManager object whenever an instance of a role object is created. The CAActionRole constructor attaches the role to
the CAActionManager object using the attachRole() method of the CAActionManager
class. Figure 10 shows how an instance of the GammaAction CA action would be initialised:
We have chosen to treat individual roles within an action as units of distribution because this allows them to be executed in the locations at which information is produced or
consumed. Although several other approaches (e.g. [11] [12]) view CA actions as packages
(modules, objects, etc.), such packages cannot be split into parts and distributed. The
general idea of attaching exception handling to roles suits role distribution very well, in
spite of the fact that these handlers are controlled by the application-independent action
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// CA action manager declaration
GammaAction gammaAction = new GammaAction();
// roles declaration
Consumer
consumer
= new Consumer(gammaAction);
FirstProducer firstProducer = new FirstProducer(gammaAction);
SecondProducer secondProducer = new SecondProducer(gammaAction);

Figure 10: Objects declaration for the GAMMA case study
controller (global exception resolution and coordinated action exit are not local decisions).
The exception handling which a role provides is application-speci c and should be performed in its context. Moreover, because of this, roles deal with external and local object
recovery.

4.4 ExternalObjects

The third class in our framework is the ExternalObject class. Every new class extended
from this class is provided with transactional semantics, i.e. Begin, Commit, and Abort
methods, but must provide its own de nitions of CommitState and AbortState methods.
We have decided to implement our own simple transactional system for purposes of this
investigation, although we could have used an existing one like the Arjuna system [13].
External objects can be recovered from a failure in the CA action in two ways: forward
error recovery or backward error recovery. Backward error recovery is provided in an
application-independent fashion, while forward error recovery must be performed by the
action roles because such recovery is application-speci c and cannot be provided by the
underlying CA action support mechanism. External objects are passed to CA actions via
input parameters when activating a role (see Figure 9 and 11).

4.5 SharedLocalObjects

The fourth class in our framework is the SharedLocalObject class. Shared local objects
are the objects used by the roles in order to exchange information with each other. They
should be recovered by participant handlers in an application-speci c way. Our proposal
is to assume that each shared object is attached (logically) to an action role which has to
recover it as part of action recovery if necessary. The object designer should take advantage of any application-speci c knowledge. Recovery of shared local objects is essentially
application-speci c, and it is only due to this that it can be made fast and simple; if simple
recovery is not possible, then these objects should be treated as external ones.
Shared local objects are remote objects in our framework, so there is a chance that
these objects can be accessed by adjacent CA actions (e.g. parent, sibling or child actions).
However, even though shared local objects can be seen by other actions, only the action
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that created them (or roles belonging to that action) should be able to access them. To
ensure these semantics, we require the current action identi er to be passed as an extra
argument to each method invoked on a shared local object from within a CA action (see
Figure 9). It is possible to perform an internal check because shared local objects are
bound to particular instances of CA actions at object creation time (see Figure 8).
The roles in a CA action may also use private local objects. These objects are not used
concurrently, so it is the owner's responsibility to take care of them. If any kind of recovery
is necessary they have to be recovered by their owner. If their owner cannot recover them,
then an exception should be raised.

4.6 Scheduling CA Actions

The classes described above are used by a programmer to de ne CA actions. However, CA
actions also need to be activated by some scheduling mechanism. We have implemented
the scheduling mechanism di erently for the two applications presented in this paper. In
the FZI Production Cell case study, we used a set of controller objects that exchange
messages with each other in order to decide when to enter an action jointly, e.g. when
the table controller is ready to execute the UnloadTable action it sends a message to the
robot controller informing it that the table is ready. The robot controller can then choose
to execute that action. In the GAMMA example, we provide a scheduler object that
has information about the local multisets held by each participant. This scheduler object
chooses which participants will execute an action.
...
// Executing a role in a CA action, e.g.
ExternalObject obj[] = flocalMultisetg;
gammaAction.inAction(consumer,obj);

consumer

...

Figure 11: Executing a role in the GammaAction
Every thread intending to participate by executing a role in a CA action must call
a special method of the CAActionManager object corresponding to that action, called
inAction(), informing the manager which role it intends to execute in the action, and
what are the input/output objects the role will need. The manager checks to see if that
participant is allowed to play that role in this action, and if so, the participant is synchronised with all other participants. (This is direct synchronisation; we do not support virtual
entry and exit synchronisation of participants as described in [3].) When activating the
role object, the CAActionManager object sends the action identi er, so the role knows it
has been called by the right action. Figure 11 shows how to activate the consumer role
in a particular instance of a GammaAction. Note that when activating a role in an action,
the role that is to be activated, and the external objects that are to be used in the action
must be sent as parameters of the inAction() method.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper we have described how we have used Coordinated Atomic actions to implement two di erent applications: the FZI Production Cell (a safety-critical system), and
the Distributed GAMMA model (a fault-tolerant parallel system). Both applications were
designed using the CA action concept and an object-oriented approach. We showed that
applying CA actions to these two di erent areas helped to achieve a better structuring by
controlling complexity.
Our implementation of both applications in Java showed that the same framework
could be used without modi cation to implement both forward error recovery (Distributed
GAMMA system) and backward error recovery (FZI Production Cell). Faults were enclosed
by the CA actions hence achieving damage con nement and fault tolerance in both systems.
It is also important to add that both systems were designed in two levels, one for the
action activity and another for the scheduling mechanism. In both applications the level of
action activity was implemented using the same Java classes. However, for the scheduling
mechanism, we used di erent approaches in order to test the rst level, and to see if it
would be possible to use di erent scheduling mechanisms for the same kind of actions. In
this way, we were able to demonstrate that our framework for implementing CA actions
was generally applicable and could be reused with di erent scheduling mechanisms.
In conclusion, we believe that the CA actions concept is a promising way of addressing
dependability requirements in object-oriented systems. Our framework for implementing
CA actions supports rapid prototyping of such systems and provides a clean separation
between application-independent and application-dependent error recovery.
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